Fifteen Major Contradictions of the 9/11 Official Story1
Salient refutations the US government’s official conspiracy theory (OCT) of the 9/11/2001
attacks.2 Remember only one contradiction need be true to invalidate OCT. — Brian Wright
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The existence of molten metal pools that persisted for weeks.
Large amounts of residue from high-tech, military-grade nanothermite explosives.
Gravitational free fall symmetrical disintegration of the towers => explosive demolition.
Reports by eyewitnesses (and by recordings) of multiple, large sequential explosions.
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5. From detailed review of camera footage (taken 24/7 in all public areas of all three
airports), none of the 19 suspects was found anywhere at those airports that day.
6. Some of the hijackers (same image and name) are known to physically exist after 9/11.
7. All hijackers were ‘piss poor’ pilots in even single-engine training aircraft.
8. Impossible sea-level speeds, far in excess of 757/767 engine or airframe capabilities.
9. Impossible cellphone calls from anyone while in flight at those times on those planes.
10. No serial-number-validated flight or cockpit recorders of the flights; the government
reports that the (indestructible) recorders of planes that hit the towers were not found. (!)
11. 9/11 war games in progress and not called off until after the attacks were complete.
12. Evidence of sabotage and intentional creation of confusion by several officials, dereliction
of duty by others, causing failure of (routine and common) aircraft interception.
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13. Of the 85 videos in government possession, one of the only two released was clearly
doctored to eliminate aircraft or projectile image.
14. No evidence of a Boeing 757 in the debris field; like WTCs, secondary explosions,
suggesting impact by aircraft was cover for true method and purpose of attack.
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15. Complete absence of ‘whole-plane’ Flight 93 debris in Shanksville, PA, field; debris from
Flight 93 scattered over miles; FBI says it has 96% but won’t disclose whereabouts.
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Officially withheld, preplanned, and deliberate destruction of evidence; documented specific
9/11 preparation and foreknowledge by persons in US and US-allied military, intelligence,
and foreign policy establishments.
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19 named-and-pictured Arabs commandeering four jetliners, causing the demolition of three NYC skyscrapers,
damage to the Pentagon, and a mysterious sink hole in Pennsylvania.
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Mainly drawn from videos Experts Speak Out, by Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth, Behind the Smoke
Curtain, by Barbara Honegger, MS, and The New Pearl Harbor, by Massimo Mazzucco. See my column at
http://brianrwright.com/CoffeeCoasterBlog/?p=5193 for all the ‘Sterling Dozen’ sources.

